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A world where animals are treated
with compassion and respect.

MESSAGE FROM THE
PRESIDENT
It is my distinct honour, on behalf of ACRES, to present this annual report highlighting the service
we have done for the animals that we share this beautiful island with. As we are all coming out of
Covid-19 pandemic, we are making the inevitable adjustments to the new norms. It is also time to
remind the global community the need for greater animal consciousness, not only for their welfare
but to mitigate the risk of another zoonosis-based pandemic. If nothing, the pandemic should have
taught us that the sufferings of humans and animals are intricately linked.
As we turn 21 this year, I look back with pride at the accomplishments of the ACRES staff,
volunteers and supporters. The last 12 months has been no exception.
I am confident that the in next 12 months , the ACRES community, motivated by a common love for
animals, would continue to build on these achievements.

ASSOC PROF DR UMAPATHI THIRUGNANAM
ACRES President

“All the arguments to prove man's superiority cannot shatter this
hard fact: in suffering the animals are our equals.”
Peter Singer

FY2022 AT A GLANCE

4,544 WILD ANIMALS RESCUED

18,528 CALLS TO HOTLINE
856 NEW VOLUNTEERS

OUTREACH TO
15,339 INDIVIDUALS

93 HUMANE EDUCATION
PROGRAMMES

299 ANIMAL CRIME CASES
INVESTIGATED
12,000 VOLUNTEER HOURS
1,266 WILDLIFE CONFLICT CASES

INTRODUCTION TO ACRES
ACRES (Animal Concerns Research & Education Society) is a pioneering Singapore-based charity and Institution
of Public Character (UEN T01SS0121K), founded by Singaporeans in 2001 with the aim of ending animal cruelty.
ACRES was registered as a society on 24th May 2001 (Registration No.: 0176/2001). It was registered under the
Charities Act on 11th January 2005 (Registration No.: 1849) and registered as an Institution of Public Character on
1st June 2007 (Registration no. IPC000559).
OUR VISION
A world where animals are treated with compassion and respect.
OUR MISSION
To create a caring and socially responsible society where animals are treated as sentient beings.
OUR AMBITION
To drive forward a collaborative and sustainable animal protection movement in Asia.
OUR OBJECTIVES
• To foster respect and compassion for all animals.
• To improve the living conditions and welfare of animals in captivity.
• To educate people on lifestyle choices which do not involve the abuse of animals and which are environmentfriendly.

ACRES is an animal protection organisation, driven by our concern for
animals. We adopt a Scientific, Creative, Practical and Positive approach to
educate the public, empowering them with knowledge to make a positive
difference for animals. We strongly believe in promoting community
involvement in addressing animal protection issues and in building
partnerships with all related bodies and the authorities to improve animal
welfare.
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DIRECTORS

POSITION

Anbarasi Boopal

Co-CEO (Advocacy) $4,110

Kalaivanan S/O Balakrishnan

Co-CEO (Wildlife
Rescue)

$4,240

There are no paid staff members who are close members of the family of the above
directors and members.
Six (virtual) meetings were conducted for this financial year, with three meetings
with full attendance, and three meetings with one member absent with apologies.

WILDLIFE RESCUE
AND REHABILITATION
The ACRES Wildlife Rescue Centre (AWRC) – Singapore’s
first dedicated wildlife rescue centre - provides safe
sanctuary for victims of the illegal wildlife trade. Here,
abandoned and unwanted victims of the illegal exotic pet
trade are treated and rehabilitated, and housed in
naturalistic enclosures with others of their kind. Whenever
possible, we work towards repatriating them to their
country of origin.
Our experienced Wildlife Rescue Team is on call 24-hours
a day, 365 days a year, to go to the aid of wild animals in
distress, whether it’s an abandoned exotic animal, or a
native wild animal who has been injured, trapped or
displaced.

Between 1st April 2021 and 31st March 2022, a total of
18,528 calls were handled by our 24-hour hotline
(97837782) – the highest in the organisation’s history, from
the members of public. 4,544 wild animals were rescuedincluding animals from the illegal exotic pet trade (who
are frequently found abandoned in public areas), as well
as injured, trapped or displaced native wild animals. A
total of over 1,400 native wild animals were successfully
rescued and released back into the wild.

NATIVE WILDLIFE
Between 1st April 2021 and 31st March 2022, ACRES
rescued several native wildlife of the following
species:
Reptiles: Malayan box turtle, Asiatic soft-shelled
turtle, water monitor lizard, clouded monitor lizard,
changeable lizard, reticulated python, elegant
bronzeback, striped bronzeback, oriental whip
snake, striped kukri snake, Wagler’s pit viper,
mangrove viper, mangrove cat snake, equatorial
spitting cobra, paradise tree snake, common wolf
snake, dog-faced water snake, twin-barred tree Over 8 lesser whistling ducklings were passed to
snake, brahminy blind snake, dog-toothed cat
ACRES by NParks. They were successfully
snake, common Malayan racer, banded Malayan rehabilitated and released back into the wild.
coral snake, Equatorial spitting cobra, green crested
Mammals: Eurasian wild pig, plantain
lizard;
squirrel, dog-faced fruit bat, yellow house
Birds: Rock pigeon, spotted dove, cinnamon bittern, bat, bamboo bats, naked bulldog bat,
house crow, Eurasian tree sparrow, oriental pied common tree shrew, Sunda pangolin, longhornbill, zebra dove, yellow bittern, black-naped tailed macaque, Malayan colugo and
oriole, tailor bird, olive-backed sunbird, collared common palm civet.
kingfisher, common kingfisher, oriental dwarf
kingfisher, stork-billed kingfisher, grey heron, large- Sadly, not ever wild animals whom we
tailed nightjar, barn owl, oriental scops owl, spotted rescue survive. Some are so badly injured
wood owl, changeable hawk eagle, sparrow hawk, or suffering from such severe shock that
crested goshawk, mangrove pitta, blue-winged pitta, they pass away. This year, we successfully
pink-necked green pigeon, little green pigeon, released over 1,657 rescued wild animals
yellow-vented bulbul, common mynah, white-vented were released back to the wild, in
mynah, crested-serpent eagle and white-breasted comparison with 1,021 released back to
the wild last year.
waterhen.

NATIVE WILDLIFE

Sadly, not ever wild animal whom we rescue survive.
Some are so badly injured or suffering from such severe
shock that they pass away. This year, we successfully
released over 1,413 rescued wild animals to the wild, in
comparison with 1,657 and 1,021 released in the previous
years.
ACRES also resumed it's work as a contractor to NParks
for wildlife management services, which involved
activations to remove wildlife such as snakes, civets and
bats by NParks. This contract ended in early September
2022.
In compliance with the Wildlife Act, ACRES also submits
records of release, rescue and rehabilitated wildlife to the
NParks.

A rescued young black-naped
oriole awaiting reunion with the
parents in the wild

NATIVE WILDLIFE: SPOTLIGHT

In Mar 2022, our wildlife rescue team was alerted
to a grounded eagle. After rescued from being
unable to stand or fly, this white-bellied sea eagle
responded well to the treatment and TLC by our
wildlife vet. He/She was very weak and the blood
work showed an infection. After two days of rest,
medicines and food, the eagle finally stood up in
the rest carrier. The eagle was eventually
released back to the wild!

Improved capabilities to
rehabilitate wildlife
Combined with the dedication and experience of
wildlife vet and vet nurse, the equipment such as
the Intensive Care Units, blood analyser and
surgical instruments have played a crucial role in
helping more wildlife and conducting complex
procedures with limited resources.
Over 129 protected birds, native to Singapore
were rehabilitated and released during this
period, following intensive treatment and care at
the AWRC.

NATIVE WILDLIFE: SPOTLIGHT

COLLARED KINGFISHER: Infection in his/her guts that
has weakened the bird, requiring treatment and care
before being released into the wild!

BROWN HAWK OWL (BOOBOOK): Coracoid fracture
requiring cage rest. With appropriate care, the owl
recovered soon and was released into the wild!

ROCK PIGEON: CompoundFracture to his/her metatarsus
(equivalent to the bones at forefoot in humans). After a
few days of recovery, the pigeon was released

OLIVE-BACKED SUNBIRD: Rescued with soft-tissue
trauma, proper veterinary care and treatment allowed
us to release the bird back to the wild!

NATIVE WILDLIFE: SPOTLIGHT
FEATHER IMPING
An ancient technique innovated for the current needs,
our wildlife vet team maintains a curated feather library
to help birds in need! This initiative started in May 2021.
Often, we rescue wild birds with feather loss either due
to an animal attack or human action of cutting feathers.
Letting the feathers moult and regrow would take weeks
to months in captivity. In order to epxedite the recover
period, carefully selected feathers matching the age and
species will be transplanted to the rescued bird. Not all
birds can be suitable candidates for feather imping and
the vet team makes the assessment.
This year, many green pigeons, Asian koels, house crows
and rock pigeons benefitted from this procedure!

A pink-necked green pigeon and rock
pigeon undergoing the feather implantation
procedure under anaesthesia

NATIVE WILDLIFE: SPOTLIGHT
AVIAN REHABILITATION EFFORTS
This year, our capabilities and skill sets with
rehabilitating young birds improved to a greater extent
which was reflected in the diversity of species that we
were able to care for successfully.
From the common sparrows and crows, our animal care
and veterinary team also cared for species such as
ducklings, herons and owlets.

Moses, a night heron who was caught in a
canal railing recovered well under our
team's care and was released back into the
wild. Scan QR code to watch Moses' story of
recovery and release!

NATIVE WILDLIFE: SPOTLIGHT

Rescuing snakes and other reptiles in Singapore
from human-reptile conflict situations offer
opportunities to raise the much needed
awareness on coexistence in our City in Nature.
Over 280 reticulated pythons were rescued just
this financial year by ACRES. This not only means
that more people are aware of avenues to seek
help from, but also shows the community's need
for this service.

Wildlife Rescue Volunteer training
After two years of not being able to conduct
training of new volunteers, in February 2022,
ACRES held our wildlife rescue volunteer training
to empower new volunteers to join the wildlife
rescue team. With an overwhelming registration,
we trained over 25 new individuals, and many of
them are currently under orientation process.

ACRES Wildlife Rescue Volunteer leader Laurie Day,
rescuing a native red-tailed racer from a
construction site beside a green space. Volunteer
leaders like Laurie play an important role in training
and inspiring new volunteers on-the-job!

NATIVE WILDLIFE: SPOTLIGHT

KING COBRA: ACRES rescued five king cobras just this
financial year. King cobras are highly feared due to their
venom, but very shy in nature and tend to avoid humans

PARADISE TREE SNAKE: Glue traps are nightmare to
animals, whether a rat, gecko or a protected wildlife like
this snake who was rescued, cleaned and released.

RETICULATED PYTHON: Rescued from a construction site,
these pythons are drawn to rodent infested locations.
Rescued, microchipped and released.

COMMON WOLF SNAKE: One of the most commonly
rescued species, they often fall victims to glue traps
or abuse raising from ignorance and fear.

NATIVE WILDLIFE: SPOTLIGHT

Fish hooks affect many reptiles and
mammals in Singapore - they become
victims of irresponsible fishing
practices.
Even though with efforts such as hook
bins by PUB, and heightened
awareness, there are still many
individuals who often discard their
lines or hooks in the waters or the
environment resulting in pollution and
injuries to wildlife.

Captain Hook the

This water monitor lizard (whom we
named Miss Captain Hook) was rescued
in December 2021, with a fishing line
dangling from her mouth. Miss Captain
Hook, underwent a surgery for the hook
removal.
Our wildlife vet Dr Venisri along with
our vet nurse Alicia carefully removed
the hook and hoped for smooth
recovery. All went well, and Miss
Captain Hook saw the wild once again!

NATIVE WILDLIFE: SPOTLIGHT

Mammals such as bats, squirrels and civets have
formed the majority of the mammals whom we
rescue. With the upgraded rehabilitation facilities
from last year, we continued to improve our
capabilities to handle and rehabilitate mammals this
year.
Significant rescues include about thirty critically
endangered Sunda pangolins, over 30 common palm
civets, five tree shrews and over 50 native bats.
Many young mammals rescued, where reunion with
their mother have failed - have also been raised and
rehabilitated for release into the wild at the AWRC.
Our rescue team also comes across several humanwildlife conflict cases, where mammals have
become victims of roadkill, or tangled within
structures put out to keep certain wildlife out, or
even hit by members of public out of fear or hatred.
Two tree shrews (top) snooze, after a milk feed by
our vet. Complex formula diets are kept ready for
species with diverse dietary needs.
A young dog-faced fruit bat (below) rescued from
netting that was put on trees to prevent squirrels
from feeding on fruits.

NATIVE WILDLIFE: SPOTLIGHT

MALAYAN COLUGO: ACRES has rescued over 4 stranded colugos
in our urban environment, who's claws were blunt from scaling
the concrete environment. A careful pedicure session allows
them to use their sharpened claws again, to cling on to trees
and glide away!

SUNDA PANGOLINS: These critically endangered mammals
often become roadkills or get stranded in our urban
environment. This year, this pangolin was rescued from a
construction site hoarding which had blocked any possible
way out.

COMMON PALM CIVET: ACRES has rehabilitated over 10 young
common palm civets rescued by ACRES and NParks/received
by the Singapore Zoo. From overnight bottle feeds to intensive
enrichments in outdoor enclosures, these civets are prepared
to find food and survive in our urban jungle

NATIVE WILDLIFE: SPOTLIGHT

Rachel is a young long-tailed macaque
rescued in July 2021, as a victim of
road traffic accident on Rifle range
road. She suffered bruises, a skull
fracture and was in severe shock.
Roadkill has increasingly become a
threat to many of our native wildlife.
Feeding of such wildlife by the roadside
by people in vehicles had added to this
problem. Illegal feeding by roadside
conditions animals to stay close to the
roads and wait for handouts.

Rachel, the RTA victim during rescue (top left), after surgery (top
right) and during recovery period

These unaware animals get run over as
they tend not to move away
immediately when spotting a vehicle,
instead wait for the vehicle to stop and
feed them.
Rachel was treated under intensive
care. After a few weeks of treatment
and care, she was released back to the
wild, where her original troop is.

EXOTIC WILDLIFE

The ACRES Wildlife Rescue Centre
(AWRC) serves as a safe sanctuary for
exotic wild animals rescued from the
illegal wildlife trade. Many of these
animals have been found abandoned in
public areas and stand little chance of
survival in Singapore’s environment, to
which they are not adapted. Leaving
them roaming freely in Singapore is not
only harmful to them; it is also
extremely damaging to Singapore’s
fragile native ecosystem, as introduced
exotic species will compete with native
species for food and may introduce
foreign diseases, causing catastrophic
imbalances in the native ecosystem.
Due to travel restrictions imposed by
Covid-19, no repatriations happened in
this financial year. That leading to
space constraints, we admitted lower
numbers of exotic wildlife and had to
refer many cases to the National Parks
Board.
Albino hognose snake found abandoned (top
left); an African ball python roadkill (top
right). Critically endangered Chinese stripenecked turtle (bottom) found abandoned in
residential estate. All between May-Jun 2021

EXOTIC WILDLIFE

Leonard, the leopard tortoise was rescued in
August 2021, along with Pistachio, a redfooted tortoise.
Both were kept as illegal pets and were
handed over to ACRES.
Leonard has since passed his quarantine
period and lives in his outdoor enclosure at
the sanctuary. Native to Africa, we hope that
one day he will be able to have a second
chance in the wild.
Pistachio has joined the nut-series of our
south American tortoises - including red and
yellow-footed tortoises. Pistachio had issues
with her shell, but is now under close
monitoring and lives outdoors in the
sanctuary. After evaluation, she has her own
enclosure instead of joining the PeanutWalnut and Cashewnut-Hazelnut duos who
also live at our sanctuary.

Leonard and Pistachio, both have an outdoor
enclosure at our sanctuary now. We hope
with fingers crossed that they will get a
second chance in the wild or a sanctuary
some day in the future!

SANCTUARY UPGRADES

This financial year, our upgrades include
revamped enclosures for our semi-aquatic
turtles living outdoors.
Kayla, the Eastern snake-necked turtle now
has access to an open dry dock, a private dry
dock, a private shelter and a pond.
Considering her shy nature, this has greatly
improved her appetite and activity patterns
compared to her previous enclosure which
had a dry dock within the pond.

Our critically endangered Chinese stripenecked turtles also got a new outdoor
enclosure with an pond, dry dock and
terrestrial habitat to walk about.
Housing four very quirky turtles, they now
have opportunities to display natural
behaviour at the same time have the space to
allow their own dynamics to shine through.
For example, they have enough basking
space to establish hierarchy of dominance.

SANCTUARY UPGRADES

This financial year, our upgrades also include
additional rehabilitation enclosures for birds
and small mammals.
Thanks to Alexandra hospital who were
decommissioning their green house (metal
cage), ACRES was able to repurpose it
through reinforcing the frames and welding
them to make a sturdy large outdoor aviary
for native bird rehabilitation. This not only
upgraded our facility in a sustainable manner,
but repurposing saved costs of buying and
installing a custom-made enclosure.

With ample space inside this repurposed
green house, our team can now negotiate
complex pulley systems as swinging and
perching structures for wild bird
rehabilitation.
When baby birds and squirrels are
rehabilitated, balancing on moving branches
is an important skill to learn by practice.
Providing rigid sturdy branches can lead to
failure to survive in the wild from fatal falls.
This set up has resulted in observations such
as leaping to get their food, or hovering to
reach a fruit.

FEEDBACK FOR RESCUE TEAM

At first, I was so worried that no one would be
interested to help me help what most would
call a “flying rat”, but ACRES didn’t think twice.
And since they happened to have another
case nearby, they managed to swing by
rather quickly to take the young one off our
amateur hands to look after it til it can really
fly and fend for itself. I’m so glad that it’ll get
a 2nd chance to grow up in safe hands!
Zoe Tan, 14 Mar 2022

Thank you Ms Nur Syazleena Binte Roslee and
her colleague came to our rescue within a
short notice. They assisted us to catch the
Black Spitting Cobra from my workplace so
my guys can sleep peacefully from tonight
onwards.
We called ACRES at 9pm and they arrived by
10pm. Within another 10mins, the cobra was
caught. We are really very grateful as tonight
is the precious weekend and late in the
nights.
Tan Wei Boon, 16 Oct 2021

TACKLING THE
CRIME AGAINST ANIMALS
This financial year, our ACIU (Animal Crime
Investigation Unit) investigated a total of 343
cases related to animal cruelty and illegal
wildlife trade, in comparison to last FY which
saw 237 cases.
Out of the 343 cases,
85 cases were related to sale of
prohibited wildlife
51 cases were on posession of
prohibited wildlife
89 cases were on cruelty and welfare
concerns related to wildlife
28 cases were on poaching of
Singapore's native wildlife
This year, the ACIU also carried out an
investigation and published the findings of
the results with recommendations on pet
shop licensing conditions for birds, and
welfare guidelines for bird owners.

Top: Social media post sharing posession of
prohibited Leopard gecko as a pet, May 2021
Bottom: Social media post sharing 'found'
owlets (native species) by member of public

BIRD SHOPS IN SINGAPORE

ACRES
conducted
an
undercover
investigation from October to December 2020
into the conditions of shops in Singapore
displaying and selling birds. We examined
those conditions which could be evaluated
solely on visual examination. For the
purposes of this report, the Pet Shop Licence
Conditions (4) Display And Sale of Birds
Conditions was used as a benchmark against
which to evaluate the bird shops' practices in
respect of their display and sale of birds. We
also collated all online advertisements on sale
of birds on Gumtree Singapore, Locanto and
Carousell from 01 October 2020 to 31
December 2020.
Following meetings with the NParks (Animal &
Veterinary Services), this report was made
public with active outreach in February 2022.
We are also encouraged that AVS welcomed
our recommendations and will be completing
their review of pet shop licensing conditions
for birds by end of calendar year 2022.

Top: Lack of specific conditions for diverse
bird species in Codes of Animal Welfare for
Pet Owners results in poor keeping
conditions.
Bottom: Many pet shops had overcrowded
conditions for birds.

BIRD SHOPS IN SINGAPORE

Our studies showed that, over 61% (19 out of
31 shops) of the pet shops investigated
flouted basic welfare conditions. In 2016,
ACRES’s investigation findings revealed 27 out
of 36 shops (75%) flouted at least one
condition that is directly related to the
welfare of the birds. Even though there is a
slight improvement from the previous
investigation, these findings highlight an
urgent need for review of the current
conditions for display of birds in pet shops.

Scan QR to read the full report by ACRES with
recommendations to pet shop licensing
conditions for birds and to the Code of
Animal Welfare for bird owners.

Based on the findings, ACRES noted that the
current licensing conditions are very
subjective and the two investigations in 2016
and 2020 have identified that they need
urgent review on the following items:
(i) Clearly define what “overcrowding” means
for different group of birds;
(ii) Recognise the diverse needs of various
species of birds sold;
(iii) Recognise the complexity of behaviours
and needs of the diverse species of birds;
(iv) Recognise the complexity of behaviours
and needs of the diverse species of birds
kept by the public, and incorporate them into
the animal welfare code for pet owners in
Singapore.

WILDLIFE TRADE CASES
SPOTLIGHT

In November 2021, ACRES was alerted to a tarantula
left in a transparent container in a SBS bus at
Hougang. The peacock tarantula was absorbed by the
Mandai Nature (zoo) into their collection.
ACRES got in touch with SBS who provided the footage
from the bus and all the evidence were then handed
over to NParks to aid with investigation. At the time of
writing this report, ACRES does not have an update
from NParks on this case.

In January 2022, ACRES was alerted to
keeping of prohibited wildlife (ferret) in a
cage. Same day, ACRES rescued a
'supposedly' free-roaming ferret from the
same location. Our investigations showed
that this ferret could have been possibly
kept by someone and later claimed to have
been 'found'.
The ferret was handed over to NParks, who
was carrying out their investigation.
At the time of writing this report, ACRES does
not have an update from NParks on this
case.

WILDLIFE TRADE CASES
SPOTLIGHT

In March 2022, ACRES was alerted to a banded file
snake in a tank at senior citizen corner at Ang Mo Kio.
This is a native protected species. The tank also had
two red-eared sliders who are allowed to be kept/sold
as pets in Singapore.
ACRES rescued the snake, cared for the night before
sending to Mandai Nature. NParks was given all
information pertinent for investigations. At the time of
writing this report, ACRES does not have an update
from NParks on this case.

In Jul 2021, ACRES received anonymous tip
on keeping of the endangered slow loris at a
factory in Sungei Kadut. Our undercover
officers visited the site immediately and
found a slow loris and three green iguanas
kept in poor conditions, in addition to poultry
and other birds. NParks was notified with all
the evidence and the prohibited wildlife
were seized by them.
At the time of writing this report, ACRES does
not have a further update from NParks on
this case.

CRUELTY CASES
SPOTLIGHT

In Oct 2021, ACRES was alerted to a mynah glued to a
tree, almost like a crucifixion. It was evident that the
glue trap (DIY) was set up to trap some animal,
possibly a squirrel, bird or lizard. The mynah
thankfully was released back to the wild, following
several rounds of glue removal and cleaning.
SPF and NParks were informed to investigate further.
With no sufficient leads, the case was closed.
ACRES reached out to Shopee to remove the listing of
this glue, and we are grateful that Shopee responded
quickly and removed the listings.
In October 2021, ACRES was alerted to rescue a
paradise tree snake at NUS premises. The snake was
sprayed with pesticide and stepped on, by the pest
control operator. The snake did not survive the ordeal
despite fluids, incubation and oxygen therapy. Our
social media post and letters to NUS estate
management rallied more support. As a result of joint
efforts from ACRES, Herpetological Society of
Singapore, NUSSAVE and NUS Peace, a wildlife
management policy was drafted, and ACRES
conducted briefing for all the on-site personnel on
wildlife etiquette.
Scan QR code to view the story on social
media and public responses. The responses
stand proof to the fact how people care
about welfare for wildlife!

POACHING CASES
SPOTLIGHT

In December 2021, ACRES was notified on active bird
traps set up outside a HDB unit at block 142 Yishun
Ring Road. Our officers approached the unit and
educated the owner on poaching activities. The owner
of the said unit also had a lot of song birds as pets
and advisory was given on housing conditions as well.
The owner shared that they were not aware that
poaching was illegal and immediately took the traps
down. Our team visited again a month later in January
and did not notice any active traps laid by the said
unit.

August 2021 saw tips on alleged poaching of birds
near bukit brown cemetery. Our officers visited the
site and rescued a magpie robin that was found in the
trap on the ground. The bird's wings seemed slightly
clipped and the beak had abrasion. The bird was
brought back to our rescue centre and was
subsequently released back into the wild.
There were no further leads on the poacher, so ACRES
requested residents around the area to keep a look
out.

Public can blow the whistle on sale/posession of prohibited wildlife/parts or suspected poaching
activities by reporting to the enforcement agency NParks at 1800-476 1600 or by calling ACRES's 24hour wildlife rescue hotline 97837782 or emailing acrescrime@gmail.com

CRUELTY TO WIDLLIFE
SPOTLIGHT
Since February 2020, ACRES has handled several cases of
pigeons found with blow darts to their body and eyes in
Jurong West and Tampines (28 Feb, April and August
2020 & 17 Jan, 18 & 25 Feb, 2 & 6 March 2021). We had
filed police reports in 2020 and also in March 2021, urging
the Singapore Police Force to ban sale of
blowdarts/pipes in Singapore. Intentional or
unintentional, ACRES does not see a need for sale of blow
darts in Singapore, due to high public safety risks.

In May 2021, ACRES was alerted to a
(already dead) civet who was killed with
a dart. Investigations showed that these
blow darts are widely available for
purchase online. ACRES wrote our
concerns to the Ministry of Law.
Following this, a discussion was hosted
by the SPF, consulting ACRES and
NParks on use of blow pipes and darts.
ACRES
provided
inputs
and
recommendations to regulate sale and
use of blow pipes and darts. At the time
of writing this report, we are thrilled to
share that the recommendations have
been accepted for a legislative review.

Such crime and cruelty cases are understandably hard to
investigate as these products come with variable
shooting ranges and the injured animal can move
elsewhere before being found dead. Blow pipes often can
also be home-made and modified with gas canisters to
shoot longer ranges. ACRES was deeply concerned as
human abuse often starts with abusing the voiceless
animals.

Pigeons who were rescued by ACRES in
2020 with blow darts on them.

PROMOTING COEXISTENCE
WITH SINGAPORE'S WILDLIFE

As Singapore evolves into a “City In Nature”, the greenery
and park connectors form important efforts by NParks
and the green communities in realising our goals for the
Singapore Green Plan 2030.

In this financial year, ACRES's wildlife
management handled 1,266 cases
related to human-wildlife interactions
and conflict situations, in comparison
with 756 last year indicating a 67%
increase in case volume.
The wildlife management team
embarked on many projects this year,
that combined innovation, common
sense, outreach and engagement with
stakeholders - all towards the common
goal of coexistence for both humans
and the wildlife.

These habitats have also been drawing the wildlife into
urban areas. Since 2017, ACRES’s campaigns department
has been putting a lot of effort in handling the humanwildlife conflict cases. When the number of rescue calls
increased from 800 a month, to a whopping 2,000 a
month, we dissected our call logs data to understand the
reason for increase. The findings revealed that many
members of public had requested for removing a snake
or a monkey or a monitor lizard out of fear and lack of
awareness on our native wildlife.

ACRES collaborated with OBS since Dec 2021 to
train all their instructors on coexistence
messaging through cocreating workshops

PROMOTING COEXISTENCE
SPOTLIGHT

In early 2021, ACRES launched the “Wildlife Etiquette”
Training sessions for all property managers, construction
site personnel and any individuals who are interested in
being empowered with the knowledge in handling wildlife
encounters. This was done to to reduce the need for
rescue, prevent unnecessary panic and empower more
individuals to prevent/minimise conflict situations.
This financial year, our team conducted over 14 wildlife
etiquette sessions to personnel from LTA (Land Transport
Authority), Singapore Power Group, Gardens by the Bay,
JTC (Jurong Town Corporation), O2 group, NUS (National
University of Singapore) and OBS (Outward Bound
Singapore).
The objectives of these wildlife etiquette
sessions are:
To empower your residents, staff,
and
contractors
with
the
understanding of Singapore’s most
commonly encountered native wild
animals
To equip them on ‘Dos and Don’ts’
when they come across wild animals
within the estate or property
To reduce negative incidents
resulting from human-wildlife
conflict

When speaking about the vision for ‘City in
Nature’, Minister Desmond Lee shared,
“Residents will be made more aware of the
need to save resources - by switching off
lights when they are not in use, recycling
more and saving water - and coexist with
the wildlife that will inevitably be drawn
into the green urban landscape.”

PROMOTING COEXISTENCE
SPOTLIGHT

Scan QR code to catch the
series with over 5 episodes

In June 2021, ACRES launched our first
episode of the series "Our Wild
Neighbours: Wild animals are not
pests", to raise awareness and
empower public with coexistence tips.
Our heartfelt thanks to our wonderful,
hardworking and fun volunteer crew:
Irene Sanchez-Prieto, Wei Lee Yap and
Cat Cortes who made this possible, and
to those behind the scenes - our team
and our volunteers Kannan Raja and
interns Agnes, Celine, Deborah and
Elaine. A big thanks to all our lovely
celebrities for giving their voice & time,
busting myths! - DJ Jade Rasif, Eswari
Gunasagar, Jack and Rai, Jean Danker,
MJ from Just Keep Thinking SG and
RATHI MENON!

The ACRES Wildlife Management Team
trained and worked with interns from
NUS. They brought a wealth of
knowledge and greatly assisted with
ongoing projects, research, database
management and outreach programmes.

PROMOTING COEXISTENCE
SPOTLIGHT
As part of ACRES's efforts to end pigeon poisoning
in Singapore, this year ACRES together with the
SPCA sent joint letters to all the members of
parliament in Singapore.
Pigeon poisoning is currently carried out using the
sedative drug alpha-chloralose. After ingesting the
drug, pigeons can still fly for some distance away
from where the poisoning exercise was carried out.
This can result in poisoned pigeons being ingested
by other species such as predatory birds, dogs or
cats.
For poisoned pigeons that the contractors manage
to retrieve, often live and struggling pigeons are
collected and contained in trash bags for the killing
process. Birds can regain consciousness during
this period, resulting in even more suffering.
Culling alone has proven to be ineffective through
many studies and research conducted in other
countries. Including one done by NParks during the
circuitbreaker and published in 2021, which
highlights the need for food reduction approach.
ACRES will continue working with town councils,
residents, feeders and NParks towards humane
and effective measures in addressing the root
cause of pigeons issue.

Scan QR code
to read the full
letter

The results suggest that by
limiting food resources islandwide, it
would likely result in an eventual
decline in the feral pigeon population.
Dr Soh, a senior researcher for wildlife
management research at NParks.

PROMOTING COEXISTENCE
SPOTLIGHT

This financial year saw coordinated and
strategised outreach efforts. Students from NTU
designed content for outreach on coexistence with
Singapore's wildlife. Our team was happy to have
these new banners that can be used at educational
roadshows.
ACRES also partnered OBS (Outward Bound
Singapore) in conducting structured workshops
along with Otter Working Group, NUS and monkey
guarding workshops with JGIS (Jane Goodall
Institute Singapore). Over seven workshops were
conducted for 12 different departments of which
85 OBS instructors & coaches attended.

ACRES team found these
sessions impactful and
rewarding, as the
instructors were not only
aware but full of initiative
to implement ideas
discussed.
To the left: Feedback from
ACRES coexistence
workshops

PROMOTING COEXISTENCE
SPOTLIGHT

Site visits, evidence-based reporting, site-specific advise, resident engagement,
collaborating with town councils and agencies, empowering educators - all form the
pillars of our integrated approach in promoting coexistence with Singapore's wildlife.

PROMOTING COEXISTENCE
SPOTLIGHT

Other outreach efforts this year included setting up
ACRES's tree of coexistence (right) at NParks' Trees
of the World event at Botanical gardens, from 4th
Dec 2021 to 2nd Jan 2022.
Over 50 site visits to engage residents or property
managersat a conflict site were also effective
opportunities for outreach.
In March 2022, ACRES partnered Ngee Ann
Polytechnic for their civic internship programme to
present problem statement at their design thinking
challenge event. ACRES then chose winning design
solutions and worked with the students to
implement the solution at a conflict site.

Top: ACRES's coexistence team and tree at
Trees of the World Dec '21 to Jan '22.
Bottom: Discussion of ideas shared by Ngee Ann
Poly Civic interns on wildlife feeding

SOWING SEEDS OF COMPASSION
HUMANE EDUCATION

ACRES strongly believes that education is the key to
ending animal cruelty, because animal cruelty persists
largely because of lack of awareness: lack of
awareness that animals have feelings similar to our
own; lack of awareness that many things that humans
do to animals cause them to suffer; and lack of
awareness that each one of us can help end animal
cruelty. Most people don’t intend to hurt animals.
ACRES reaches out to all sectors of society through
our various Humane Education programmes, from
kindergarten children to adults. We work closely with
schools and community groups in order to ensure that
today’s children grow up with empathy, compassion
and respect for all life, and are inspired to change
their world for the better.
The ACRES HEAL Programme (Humane Education for
All Life) is a Humane Education programme
specifically designed for primary schools and
kindergartens. The HEAL Programme reaches out to
hundreds of children every year, encouraging
empathy to all creatures, great and small. Through
engaging presentations and activities, ACRES
promotes caring behaviour towards animals and
respect for the environment, creating a kinder and
more gracious Singapore. We encourage children to
think about and explore their own place in the natural
world.

Top: ACRES education executive with Youth For
Causes students raising awareness
Bottom: A virtual live tour, a means heavily
used to sustain outreach efforts during Covid
restrictions

SOWING SEEDS OF COMPASSION
HUMANE EDUCATION

This financial year, our education team operated on a
lean manpower, and managed to conduct a total of 93
programmes: 18 programmes at public spaces and 75
programmes at schools and educational institutions.
Covid-19 restrictions presented challenges in
delivering programmes and keeping children engaged
during the virtual programmes.
Our education executives took up that challenge, by
writing and composing our own songs, conducting live
tour of exclusive areas such as veterinary treatment
facility and using visuals such as videos.
ACRES Humane Education Team also hosted and
mentored VIA (Values-In-Action) programmes with
student groups from the following institutions. This
may involve on-site volunteering, sourcing for crueltyfree items for the animals, doing their own outreach
through roadshows or developing outreach materials
for ACRES to use. Our advocacy work will not have
been effective without the participation of the schools
across Singapore. Thank you students for your
endless support and clocking in 2,343 man hours
helping animals this year!

Top: ACRES education executive engaging
children through sensory activities even
through virtual platforms.
Bottom: Virtual briefing of VIA students from
Geylang Methodists Secondary.

SOWING SEEDS OF COMPASSION
HUMANE EDUCATION

Our education team also worked closely with Global
Smart Expansion to conduct overseas virtual
education programmes for students in China on
various animal welfare issues. Over 150 students have
attended our programmes, and have created visuals
such as videos or presentation slides to raise
awareness on an animal-related topic that they
identified through our sessions.
Our education team also conducted monthly
openhouses for sustained outreach to the public. We
conducted over 6 such open houses which reached
out to 200 individuals. These open houses are
different from the festive open houses which were
themed on a particular seasonal festivity.

Top: ACRES education executive engaging
students through Global Smart Expansion

To strengthen these efforts,
ACRES launched the first
outreach volunteer training
programme in August 2021.
Even though it was conducted
virtually, we did a physical
orientation for volunteers at
the actual open houses. As a
result, a few volunteers were
trained in giving tours and
educating visitors.

SOWING SEEDS OF COMPASSION
HUMANE EDUCATION

Our education executives treasure the
relationship with the teachers
community, as they are the catalysts in
bringing all these messages to the
children.
ACRES is very grateful to the effort put
in coordination, vetting of content and
collaboration by teachers.
Their feedback has also been
instrumental in improving our
programme content, at the same time
energise our education team to
continue
conducting
these
programmes.
Top: A virtual and physical education programme delivered on the topic of coexistence with
Singapore's native wildlife.
Bottom: Feedback from a teacher and during a virtual session
Thank you for the
educational and meaningful sharing.
The students and staff have learnt
how we can make a difference in our
own ways.
Regards,
Pauline Png (Mdm)
Woodlands Garden School

SOWING SEEDS OF COMPASSION
YOUTH FOR CAUSES

ACRES sees an increase of youths eager to
speak out for the animals this year for the
annual YMCA-Youth for Causes programme
compared to the last despite the
pandemic. This community initiative is
funded by YMCA which acts as a catalyst
to promote social entrepreneurship and
community leadership development
among Singapore youths. The programme
provides a platform for the students to
start off their own projects to raise public
awareness, funds, and mobilise volunteers
for Social Service Organisations of their
choice, in this case, it is ACRES.
In 2022, we welcomed 3 entirely new
teams: 2 teams from Temasek Junior
College (Team D.A.R.E and Team Wonder)
and 1 team from Hai Sing Catholic School
(Team Exotic Wildlifers).

ACRES Education executive meets with these YFC teams to
streamline and mentor projects

Through mentorship from YMCA-Youth for Causes
programme and guidance from ACRES, These three
teams managed to fundraise a total of SGD 14,180.73
during the 15-week project period although whole
dynamic of fundraising through street sales and
physical set-up stores in school were still not allowed
for the second year of global pandemic.
Team D.A.R.E was strong with raising awareness via
their social media and held a Zoom talk with ACRES to
43 members of the public to get to know our work
better, Team Wonder has great marketing skills and
was shown in their online sales of merchandise
whereas Team Exotic Wildlifers drove the power in
fundraising through the online donation platform. It was
with the three teams’ synergized enthusiasm to raise
awareness to the public about our advocacy work that
makes the whole programme successful.

SOWING SEEDS OF COMPASSION
YOUTH FOR CAUSES

Thank you , Team D.A.R.E of Temasek
Junior College (Liow Xuan Rong, Charlotte
Mok Jing Ying, Chua Jiaxin Regina, and
Marinas Mikaela Cuyugan), Team Wonder
of Temasek Junior College (Shahid Hidayat
S/O Mohamed Faizal, Chong JIanwei, Niqhil
Julio Bin Nzari and Lee Shi Min Candice)
and Team Exotic Wildlifers of Class 3
Independence Hai Sing Catholic School
(Lim Zhong Sheng Benedict, Lee Simin,
Mizan Mohamed Noor and Anthea Alipo-on)
for your perseverance despite the
obstacles in this year’s Youth for Causes
programme due to the pandemic. Also not
to forget the backbone of these teams, we
would like to take this opportunity to
thank the teams’ parents for their endless
support, and the school (Ms Jonique Ang
and Mr Shah Dvaval) and mentors for
guiding them in this excellent youth
programme.

YFC Team Dare conducted live tours for public, to share the
plight of wildlife in the illegal wildlife trade.

ACRES is very grateful to the Youth For Causes initiative by the Citi-YMCA.
Every year, we meet driven teams of youth who go the extra mile to raise awareness and funds
for important causes. We look forward to continue working on these projects and empowering
more individuals in our community!

COMMUNITY OUTREACH &
FUNDRAISING

ACRES strives to inspire and empower
everyone, from young to old, from all
walks of life, to play an active role in the
animal protection movement and ending
animal cruelty, creating a more caring and
compassionate society.
Our Community Outreach Programmes are
at the heart of all we do and include
providing numerous rewarding volunteer
opportunities, involving local schools and
companies in our work, and organising
public events.

Top: Volunteers assisting with outreach (advocacy) and
veterinary treatment procedure (rescue rehabilitation).
Below: Supporters are updated of our work every six months
through a supporters' get together in Aug 2021 and Feb 2022.

As well as involving the community in our
own events, we are also delighted to join
in with and support the events and
initiatives
organised
by
others.
Unfortunately, due to the Covid-19
restrictions, ACRES could not welcome our
guests for the annual fundraising dinner.

This financial year saw our valiant and dedicated volunteers
clocking 11,265 hours to help animals in Singapore!

COMMUNITY OUTREACH &
FUNDRAISING

Due to fluctuating travel restrictions,
ACRES was unable to host any
international volunteers.
However, this financial year saw great
support and engagement from the
corporations through volunteer and giving
programmes.
11 corporate engagements on site were
hosted this year, with over 181 individuals
participating and contributing over 630
hours for the animals through ACRES.
In Aug 2021, employees from Bubbly Pets
spent their afternoon (top right)
volunteering at ACRES working on various
maintenance at ACRES, such as clearing
leaves off the roofs of our Quarantine and
Bird Rehabilitation buildings and clearing
of drains in our premises. Although these
tasks may seem menial and insignificant,
it greatly eases the workload off our staff
as they have their hands full caring for
over 160 animals at ACRES. Corporate
volunteers enable our staff to focus their
energy and attention on the animals!

Corporate volunteers with families (left) and as a team Bubbly Pets (right) assisting with enclosure revamps and
grounds maintenance tasks.

We hosted 11 corporate engagements
on site, with over 181 individuals
participating and contributing over
630 hours for the animals through
ACRES. This not only proves that the
corporations care about animal
welfare and trust ACRES but also
enables our staff to focus their
energy and attention on the animals!
-- Anbu, Co-CEO ACRES (Advocacy)

COMMUNITY OUTREACH &
FUNDRAISING

We are grateful to the corporate
volunteers from Salesforce, American
Association of Singapore (AAS), Pacific
Life, Bubbly Pets, Nanyang Technology
University (NTU) welfare services club,
Extra Space, Yokohoma, Singapore
Polytechnic, Nanyang Technological
University (NTU), IHS Markit Pte Ltd and
Micron for their time, energy and
dedication in support for the cause!
Thanks to Extra Space's generous
donation of $20,000 we were able to
establish new rehabilitation enclosures
and work towards revamping our
educational signs in the education centre.
We would also like to extend our heartfelt
thanks to Thekchen Choling for their
generous donation of $4,000 towards our
animal protection efforts!

Top: Volunteers from Yokohama (left) getting briefed for bird
enclosure revamp. ThekChen Choling (right) presenting their
donation to ACRES.
Below: ACRES co-CEOs receiving donation from Extra Space
CEO.

Volunteers from Singapore Polytechnic
(far left) and NTU Welfare Services Unit
came to volunteer as a group

COMMUNITY OUTREACH &
FUNDRAISING

ACRES is grateful for the special
partnership with Wala Wala Cafe & Bar for
creating special ACRES Wildlife Cocktails
to raise funds for our animal protection
efforts. This was also a great opportunity
to have light-hearted conversations about
Singapore's native wildlife over a drink or
dinner. This promotion was carried out
from May to June 2021, with 50% of
proceeds from these drinks donated to
ACRES. The cocktails designed were Blood
python, Bat-gila, Green iguana, Toddy Cat
and Monkey Business. Even though the
restrictions were tightened during this
period limiting number of individuals who
can dine together, we are grateful for the
$450 raised amidst these challenges.

Menu of ACRES cocktails created by Wala Wala Cafe & Bar for
fundraising donating 50% of the proceeds.

ACRES would like to express gratitude to individuals like E-wen and her children who did an amazing
fundraiser to help animals. They also helped to raise awareness through a live tour for those who
supported their bake sales. This sales raised a whopping $3,500!
Our heartfelt thanks to
Jacinth Low for raising $1,580 from sale of beautiful batik cushion covers made by students of The
Nursery class of Far Eastern Kindergarten (pic above) in May 2021.
Ujjaini Ghosh for raising $2,411 from her circle of friends for our animal protection efforts in Aug
2021.
Sabrina Jabbar for raising $1,870 through a yoga class at ACRES for World Animal Day in Oct 2021.
(Pictured on top right)

COMMUNITY OUTREACH &
FUNDRAISING

Our heartfelt thanks to
Anna van der Schaft for raising $1,101 by holding a Family Quiz night for students of SJII Elementary
School, bringing fellow grade 6 peers to support the cause in Oct 2021.
Simone and Nicola Cheah for raising $565 and matched $565 by making Christmas cards and selling
them in Dec 2021.
Edgefield Secondary year 3 students from EFSS VIA group 7, for raising $1,130 in December 2021
Edgefield Secondary year 3 students S04 group for raising $535 in Dec 2021

Students from Edgefield Secondary who raised funds for ACRES in Dec 2021.

Our heartfelt thanks to
Victor Goh for raising $1,478 in Feb 2022
Etienne Pougnard for raising $188 until Feb 2022, by
making comics
Our special thanks to 9 year old Yu Cheng (right) and his mother
Tan Sze Wei for his beautifully illustrated story book "My Best
Friend ET" to raise funds for ACRES. With the online campaign
still running, ACRES is very touched by their dedication and
passion to help animals!

COMMUNITY OUTREACH &
FUNDRAISING

ACRES is extremely honoured by and grateful to Mr
Jayaprakash Bojan, National Geographic award
winning photographer, filmmaker for creating a
beautiful feature "Unsung Heroes" telling the
stories of our staff and volunteers, and why we do
what we do. Our gratitude also goes to Dan,
Richard and Brice Lee for telling this story in the
most beautiful way possible. This video was not
gave a great morale boost to our volunteers and
staff, but also reached out to many like-minded
individuals

Scan QR code to watch JPD
production's "Unsung Heroes"

This year, ACRES was also thrilled to be chosen by Christian Hut and Ada Chow who sponsored beautiful
wildlife themed calendars, with their fantastic captures of Singapore's native wildlife and our rescue
stories - with 100% of the proceeds directed to ACRES's animal protection efforts.

MEDIA MENTIONS

This financial year, ACRES was mentioned or
quoted in at least 94 articles (print, radio, TV
and online). Media engagement plays an
important role in spreading awareness and
giving animals a voice!
Working together with media is greatly
appreciated and followed by residents of
Singapore, who want a voice for the voiceless
animals.
ACRES has received positive requests and
remarks from our supporters to ensure our
role of speaking up for the animals sustains.

It is easy to choose the convivial
approach but it will mean ACRES
sitting on the fence. Thank you for
speaking up. Having volunteered in
ACRES many years ago, I have the
opportunity to meet with you and I
know how unassuming and dedicated
you are. I fully support ACRES 'role
and while my annual donation is
miniscule, I will continue to support
ACRES. Reading your response in
today’s Straits Time has made my
day.

-- Response from a supporter
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